Treatment Strategy for Borderline Resectable Pancreatic Cancer With Radiographic Artery Involvement.
We evaluated whether neoadjuvant therapy followed by surgical resection improves the clinical outcome for patients with borderline resectable pancreatic cancer with radiologic artery involvement (BRPC-A). We reviewed 143 BRPC-A patients from among 330 pancreatic cancer patients, including 111 potentially resectable pancreatic cancer patients and 76 borderline resectable pancreatic cancer with portal/superior mesenteric vein involvement patients, who underwent surgery at Wakayama Medical University Hospital. We compared the clinicopathological factors of 40 BRPC-A patients treated with neoadjuvant therapy followed by surgery and those of 103 BRPC-A patients treated with upfront surgery. The R0 rate and progression-free survival of BRPC-A patients who received neoadjuvant therapy and subsequent surgical resection were significantly better compared to those who received upfront surgery (R0: P = 0.041; progression-free survival: P = 0.033), but overall survival was not significantly different. A multivariate analysis showed that intraoperative transfusion (P = 0.007), moderately or poorly differentiated pathological adenocarcinoma (P = 0.019), and failure to complete postoperative adjuvant therapy (P < 0.001) independently predicted a poor prognosis for BRPC-A patients who underwent surgical resection. Neoadjuvant treatment followed by surgery might provide clinical benefits for BRPC-A patients; however, the establishment of the most appropriate neoadjuvant therapy is needed by further studies.